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k to 12 Curriculum in ILA adheres.....

� UNESCO: defines literacy as the "ability to 
identify, understand, interpret, create, 
communicate and compute, using printed and 
written materials associated with varying 
contexts.” 
Techological Society: literacy is expanding � Techological Society: literacy is expanding 
to include the media and electronic text, in 
addition to alphabetic and number systems. 
From the Internet to text messaging, the ever-
wider availability of communication makes for 
greater social and political participation.



Learning Area Standard

The graduate of the Integrated Language Arts
Curriculum is a multi-literate and competent
language learner who uses his/her competencies in
oral and printed language as appropriate to variousoral and printed language as appropriate to various
situations. He/She will be fluent in at least three
languages and may opt to learn another local or
foreign language towards the end of the secondary
education.



General Features of the 

English and Filipino Curriculum

� Standards are set  for each learning area 

- Key stage standard at the end of  the

Grade level 

- Grade level standard- Grade level standard

• Domains are the basis for the  

- Content and Performance Standards 

- Competencies for each grade level  



General Features of the 
English and Filipino k to 12 Curriculum

Domains

ENGLISH FILIPINO

1. Oral Language
2. Fluency

1. Pag-unawa sa Napakinggan

2. Pagsasalita

3. Listening Comprehension 3.   Tatas

4. Vocabulary : alphabet knowledge,
phonological awareness, phonics and 

4. Pag-unawa sa Binasa 

5. Pagsulat

word recognition, spelling
5. Reading comprehension  

6. Media literacy 

7. Pakikitungo sa Wika, Literasi at 

Panitikan 

6. Writing and Composition 8. Pag-unlad  ng Bokabulary

7. Grammar 9.   Gramatika

8.   Attitude towards language, literacy 
and literature

9. Research 

10.  Estratehiya sa Pag-aaral

10. Study Strategies 



Comparison of the English BEC  and
K to 12 Curriculum 

2002 BEC  (Grades 4 to 6) Grades  4 to 6

1.   The English curriculum covers  four 
macro skills: listening, speaking, 
reading and writing.  
2.  Each skill  focuses  on the same 
content and taught in an  
interrelated/integrated  manner.   

1.The  English curriculum  has 
standards: domains, content and 
performance standards.
2. The domains have specific 
competencies to be developed in each 
grade level.  These domains are aligned interrelated/integrated  manner.   

Example:   Stressed and Unstressed  
Syllable  has skills in 
listening, speaking, reading 
and writing. 

3.  This structure has allowed mastery 
of contents but the redundancy of 
contents  resulted to more  
competencies to be taught in each 
grade level.

grade level.  These domains are aligned 
with the five macro skills of  listening. 
speaking, reading  and writing.   

3. The competencies are decongested 
and contents are not repeatedly taught 
in the grade levels. 



2010 Secondary Education 2010 Secondary Education 2010 Secondary Education 2010 Secondary Education 

Curriculum (SEC)Curriculum (SEC)Curriculum (SEC)Curriculum (SEC)

Grades 7 to 10 Grades 7 to 10 Grades 7 to 10 Grades 7 to 10 

1. The teaching of  

communications  skills and 

grammar  is literature- based .  

Each year level  has subject 

literature  focus:  

1st year – Regional  Literature  

2nd year—National or Phil. 

Literature  

1.   Literary  texts  are  across the Grades  

as materials for  the development of  

language skills   in 10 domains:

2.   It is  literature –based however, there  is 

a greater balance  between   literary and 

informational text

Literature  

3rd year – Asian Literature  

4th year – World Literature.  

2. Specified Literary  Texts are   

identified:  

Narrative - 1st year

Drama     - 2nd year  

Poetry     - 3rd year 

Essay       - 4th year 



2010 SEC Grades 7 to 10 

3. It has more literary 
text  than  
informational text . 

3.  There is  a strong  emphasis 
on reading. The sub-
domains  that  fall  under  
the  domain on reading the  domain on reading 
comprehension  are  spelled 
out – schema, reading 
strategies , narrative  texts  
and informational texts.   



2010 SEC Grades 7 to 10

4. There is  value 
integration  in the  
study  and  analysis  
of the various literary 

4.  There is  explicit  focus on  
the development  of  critical  
thinking and reflective 
learning  with   value of the various literary 

texts which leads to 
the development of a 
sense of appreciation 
for  one’s culture.

learning  with   value 
integration. It is  ICT-
enhanced. 



Filipino  

2002 BEC  (Grades 4 to 6)2002 BEC  (Grades 4 to 6)2002 BEC  (Grades 4 to 6)2002 BEC  (Grades 4 to 6) Grades 4 to 6 

1.   The Filipino curriculum has four 

macro skills:  Pakikinig, 

Pagsasalita, Pagbasa at 

Pagsulat. 

2. Each macro skill has

1. The Filipino curriculum has 10 

domains aligned with the four 

macro skills.

2. Each domain has specific  

competencies.2. Each macro skill has

competencies that are  taught  in 

an integrated/interelated manner. 

3. There are more  competencies to 

be taught in each grade level.

competencies.

3.   The competencies are not 

repeatedly taught in the grade 

levels. 



Filipino  

2010 SEC Grades 7 to 10 

A.  The teaching of  communications  skills 

and grammar  is literature- based.   

1.   Regional literature in 1st year  is focused  

on the following literary texts:   pabula, 

alamat, epiko and  korido  (Ibong Adarna).  

2.   Phil. Literature in  the 2nd year  is  focused 

on  tual, balagtasan, dula,  and awit 

(Florante at laura).  

A. Like the 2010 SEC , Filipino teaching is  

literature –based  with  the same  subject 

literature  focus  per Grade level. 

B. Except fof Grade  7, like  the  2010 SEC  

there is a specific  literary piece 

identified  in Grade 8- Florante at Laura 

and Grade  9- Noli Me Tangere. 

C. Literary  texts  are  cited such  as  (Florante at laura).  

3.    In 3rd year  Asian literature  has maikling 

kuwento, dula, nobela (Noli Me tangere)  

as focus.

4.   World literature in  4th year  is on  

parabula, mitolohiya, sanaysay and nobela 

(El Filibusterismo).  

C. Literary  texts  are  cited such  as  

maikling kuwentong Asyano, balagtasan,  

epiko, talambuhay, salaysay, sanaysay, 

diyalogo, tula  across the Grades  as 

materials for  the development of  

competencies in the different domains. 

B.  Has more literary text  than  informational 

text . 

D.  There is a greater balance  between   

literary and informational text. 


